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I have been developing software of crystal symmetry finder (spglib), phonon code (phonopy)

and automation system (cogue). Spglib handles space-group information, e.g., identifying space-

group-type, Wyckoff positions, and symmetry operations from basis vectors and atomic points of a 

unit cell. Phonopy is a phonon code. Phonopy needs forces on atoms or force constants as inputs, 

and it can be coupled with any force (force constants) calculator, e.g., first-principles calculation 

code, empirical potential based code, and so on. Cogue is used to automate phonon related 

procedures by submitting (collecting) jobs to (from) computer clusters and by analyzing results.

Spglib and phonopy are designed to work as parts of another software. Spglib is a C-library 

and phonopy provides API, and cogue calls them via Python. We applied these software for 

automated crystal structure relaxation and transition pathway search*. The basic idea of this research

is simple. Starting with a high-symmetry but dynamically unstable crystal structure, it is 

systematically relaxed following eigenvectors of force constants which show dynamical 

instabilities. This procedure may be achieved by hand, but it requires a lot of effort. Once this 

calculation starts, the transition pathways are obtained automatically within a specified limitation of

search space. The result of this calculation for copper is shown in Fig. 1. The crystal structures on 

the transition pathways are mutually related continuously and the crystal structure relationships 

between ω-phase and BCC and between ω-phase and FCC are illustrated in Fig 2.

In my talk, it is explained how this automatic calculation is achieved, focusing on the 

technical details of algorithm, hardware and software of computer system, and management of 

software projects.
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* A. Togo and I. Tanaka, Phys. Rev. B, b, 184104 (2013)


